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TERM DATES 2022-2023



WB 21st November P1 & P2 Assessment Week

Monday 21st November 
Reception Phonics Workshop

15.30-16.00
Y7 Road Safety Performance

Thursday 24th November Sixth Form Taster Day

WB 28th November N Trip to the Post Box

Tuesday 29th November
Y5 London Docklands Trip

Y9 DofE Drop Down

Wednesday 30th
Novemeber

Y4 Parent Celebration event
2:30-3:00

Thursday 1st December Y3 Science Museum Trip

Thursday 1st December

Y7 Celebration Week
Your Life, You Choose

Y9 DofE Drop Down
Y11 Mini Mocks

Monday 5th December

Y2 Celebration Events
14.30-15.00

Y11 Mini Mocks
 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY



Tuesday 6th December
Team Reach Day
Y11 Mini Mocks

Wednesday 7th
December

Y5 Stem Space Day
9.30AM-15.00

 
Y11 Mini Mocks

 
English Trip Othello 

12.30-17.00
R Trip the the Lyric Theatre

Thursday 8th December
Y1-6 Parents Evening

15.00-19.00
Y2 Trip to Panto

Tuesday 13th December
Y1-Y6 Parents Evening

15.00-19.00
 

Wednesday 14th
December

Christmas Fair

Wednesday 14th
December

R and Y1 Nativity
10.00-11.00

N Celebration Event
10.45-11.20 / 14.45 -15.20

Y12 and Y13 Celebration Trip 

Thursday 15th December

Y6 Reach Prize and Auction
13.35-15.30

Awards Evening
 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY



REACH RECOMMENDED
READS

We hope you enjoy our recommendations!

EYFS: Nursery and Reception

The Last Noo-Noo by Jill
Murphy

Leaf Man by Lois Ehlert

KS1: Year 1 and 2

Julian at the Wedding by
Jessica Love

The Friendship Bench by
Wendy Meddour   



REACH RECOMMENDED
READS

LKS2: Years 3 and 4

There's a Werewolf in my Tent by
Pamela Butchart

Billionaire Boy by David
Walliams

UKS2: Years 5 and 6

The Night Bus Hero by Onjali Q.
Rauf

Rise Up: Ordinary Kids with
Extraordinary Stories by Amanda Li

KS3: Years 7 and 8

The Book of Dust by Philip
Pullman

The Merciless by Namina Forna

https://www.google.com/search?sa=X&bih=880&biw=1920&rlz=1C1GCEU_enGB953GB954&hl=en&q=Namina+Forna&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NCy0SDczNqvIVYJwswwysgtNysq0ZLKTrfST8vOz9cuLMktKUvPiy_OLsq0SS0sy8osWsfL4JeZm5iUquOUX5SXuYGXcxc7EwQAAO_zlBVUAAAA&ved=2ahUKEwi9s9DdibP7AhWRZMAKHUkYDTYQmxMoAHoECB8QAg


REACH RECOMMENDED
READS

KS4: Years 9-11

Pigeon English by Stephen
Kelman

Never Let Me Go by Kazuo
Ishiguro

KS5: Years 12-13

That Reminds Me by Derek
Owusu

The Lonely Londoners by Sam
Selvon

Parents

The Body Keeps the Score by
Bessel Van Der Kolk

Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman



COFFEE MORNING



FINANCES



WHATSAPP SAFETY



CHRISTMAS UPDATES



HOME START

LONDON YOUTH GAMES



HOUNSLOW AGE UK

CHESS CLUB

Feltham Library runs a chess club every Monday from
4-5pm for children in Year 4, Year 5 and Year 6. 

The library doesn’t teach the children to play but
instead provides the room and chess boards for
children to play with one another.

This club is free of charge and everyone is welcome to
join! 



CAREERS

Reach Academy are holding a Careers and Opportunities Fair! This will be an excellent
opportunity for our pupils to learn about the huge variety of jobs and careers that are
available to them after they leave us, and to start thinking about their future destinations.

We are looking for volunteers from all sectors to attend the fair and represent their
organisation/career. We would love to have some parents from our school community to talk
about their career path and job role, and inspire our pupils! If you would like to know more
about the event, or would like to participate, please contact the Careers Team via email on
the poster below. We would love to have you!

 



EVERY DAY COUNTS

GET INTO TEACHING



FELTHAM FETE: WELCOMING
WINTER



PARENT FAQS



LET'S TALK ABOUT IT



TIMES TABLES

On behalf of Times Tables Rockstars, we wanted to remind all parents that their children
need to use the latest versions of the Times Tables Rockstars app and website to ensure
they receive the most secure, feature-rich and enjoyable experience of Times Tables Rock
Stars. Some of the versions are so far behind that they're missing out on key updates. 

If using the website at home, please visit play.ttrockstars.com/reset to load the latest
version of Times Tables Rockstars in the device's browser. 

If you are using theTimes Tables Rock Stars app from the app store, please make sure you
update the app.

GARDENING CLUB

Gardening club has been busy with potting up spider plants ready for sale at the Christmas
Fair (overseen by Chinwe in Y8 who has been in charge of the whole operation!). Club
members have also been making recycled birdfeeders and enjoying planting spring bulbs
on Reach Farm.

The Tutor Fellows also would like the chance the
introduce themselves. (From left/ Chloé, Megan, Tom,
Kit, and Laraib)

http://play.ttrockstars.com/reset


THANK YOU!



FELTHAM YOUTH ACTIVISTS



Have your say

Last week, we shared a link via email to an OPAL parent survey. As a school, we would love
to hear your opinions on play times and how we can improve them for your children. Please
follow the link below to complete the short survey. It should take no more than 5 minutes to
complete. 

Thank you for supporting us to improve our play times!

Play Team Noticeboard
We have a new noticeboard for all things play related outside the doors into Phase 1 central
space. Please check for updates on the play champions of the week and donation requests!
We will keep a donation bin under the noticeboard for your children to drop off their
donations as they come into school.

Risk Benefit Training
Last week, our school’s OPAL development mentor, Kurti, delivered risk - benefit training to
all playground supervision staff. He discussed the importance of managing risk by
assessing the benefits of giving children the opportunity to engage in different types of
play such as climbing, den building and playing with tyres whilst considering the potential
risk of injury and how to manage these risks safely in our setting. Kurti encouraged us to
include the children in these discussions to allow them to have ownership over the rules on
the playground and to give them a better understanding of how to engage in play
appropriately. We will be introducing these discussions on a weekly basis during the
children’s form time.

OPAL [Outdoor Play and Learning]

https://forms.gle/UnDYbnENG5DWogf66


OPAL [Outdoor Play and Learning]

PTA 
Finally, we wanted to say a huge thank you to the PTA, who have raised a considerable
amount of money for our primary playground. We have used the money to buy new storage
to make it easier for the children to keep their playground equipment dry and safely stored
away when not in use. It has also gone towards new play equipment for this half term
including an outdoor speaker, dancing ribbons, a den building arch and mosaic shapes. We
look forward to updating you with photos of the children enjoying these resources in the
coming weeks. 



CURRICULUM OVERVIEW FOR
AUTUMN TERM 2 (PRIMARY)

Curriculum Overview for Autumn Term 2 (Primary)

Phase 1 and Phase 2 teachers have now shared the curriculum overview with you either by
email (Phase 1) or on Google Classroom (Phase 2 and Year 6). 

Please log into your child’s Google Classroom to see the curriculum overview, so you can
see what your children are learning in class this half-term. 

To access Google Classroom you will need to get your child to log onto their Gmail account
and then click on the 9 dots on the top right hand corner. Then you will need to click on
‘Classroom’.

In the main Google Classroom stream, you will see a post from the class teacher/s. See
example below:



CURRICULUM OVERVIEW FOR
AUTUMN TERM 2 (PRIMARY)

You will then be able to see/download the curriculum overview. See example below:



This week in nursery, the Seedlings have been developing self-confidence and self-control
by following the routines and boundaries of nursery. They were able to listen and follow
instructions. ‘First apples, then tree, then carpet spots’. The children were able to list the 5
things they need to do with their bodies on the carpet to be ready to learn. Then we sing the
hello song. Ask your child if they can sing the hello song to you? 

NURSERY

Now the weather is getting colder and wetter, please make sure that your child comes to
school with a warm and waterproof coat every day. The best learning often happens
outside and it is important the children are able to access the outdoors for their
development. This may mean that your child gets wet or muddy though so spare change
of shoes, lots of socks, pants and trousers in your child’s wet bag are especially
important!

The Saplings have been developing their scissors skills as they get creative with their junk
modelling resources. They have been thinking of ideas and looking through their favourite
book, I am not a toilet roll. They are learning to persevere and to try different approaches,
when challenges occur, to reach an end goal. 



RECEPTION

Choose a number and represent it in one part
Choose another number and represent it in another part
Move both parts into the whole to add them together and count the total. “__ + __ = __”

Choose a number and place it in the ‘whole’
Choose another number and move the same number of objects into one part
Move the remaining number into the other part to find the remaining amount “__ - __ =
__”

Maths
This week, in Reception the children have been learning how to add and subtract using a
part part whole model. To add two numbers together, the children have used the following
steps to find the answer:
1.
2.
3.

To subtract, the children have used the following steps to find the answer:
1.
2.
3.

The part-part-whole method is a useful method to support the children to visualise the
equation as they work it out and can easily be drawn out to use at home. Writing the
numbers above each part will also support the children to remember the numbers they have
used as part of the equation. 

Morning routine
As soon as the children arrive at school, they start their day
with a writing activity to support their letter formation and
develop their writing skills. Over the past few weeks, the
presentation of the children’s writing has improved as a
result of this, and they are now more consistently using
finger spaces between their words when writing short
sentences. They are also more confident in identifying the
sounds for writing short CVC (consonant, vowel,
consonant) words independently.



YEAR 1

In Maths, Year 1 have been using a range of new tools to learn how to increase, decrease
and compare number patterns. We have been using cubes, dienes and coins! We have been
working hard to find patterns in number sequences and represent them on a number line. At
home, you can encourage your children to add numbers up to twenty using coins. 

YEAR 2

In Literacy, the children have been writing instructions for how to make bird feed. The
children really enjoyed making the bird feed to put on our farm! They have been practising
using time adverbs in the steps to ensure that they are ordered correctly and writing bullet
point lists to ensure we have all the equipment needed. 

In Maths, children have been having so much fun learning all about measures. We first
learnt that length is how long something is. We have measured the length of different
objects using a variety of non-standard and standard units (centimetres and metres) using
cubes, paperclips, rulers, measuring tapes and metre sticks.



In Science, the children have been studying the unit of mixing and making. They have learnt
that solids, liquids and gases are called the three states of matter. Matter makes up
everything in the universe. Solids, liquids and gases all have different properties and uses.

In Religious Studies, we finished learning about Abraham and debated whether it was
acceptable for God to have asked him to sacrifice his son to prove his devotion. We then
learnt about the story of Moses and how in Judaism, he is believed to have led the Israelites
out of Egypt. See if your child can recall the Ten Plagues of Egypt!

In DT, we have learnt that a mechanism is the parts of an object that move together. We
began to design our moving monsters, thinking carefully about the best places to place
pivots to hold our designs together. In PE, we have continued to develop our ball skills,
practising how to roll a ball along the floor at increasing speed.

YEAR 2 Continued...



YEAR 3

Year 3 are continuing to aspire to be the very best that they can be in all areas of their
learning. Jessica, Genna and Isla are so proud to see the endeavour and resilience all our
teammates show, everyday. 

We are really enjoying our book club text, Ice Palace by Robert Swindells. Children are
learning how to pick out key language features, such as personification, metaphor, similes
and foreshadowing. Learning how to do this is powerful as it means children can transfer
these techniques to their own writing and become expert story-tellers. Have a look at some
of our beautiful work. Here, Roby explains how Swindells builds suspense in a particular
moment of the story: 

We are also really enjoying our new humanities topic this half term, the Shang Dynasty.
Children now have strong knowledge of chronology and can confidently put all the history
topics they have learnt at Reach onto a timeline. Ask the children about the Shang Dynasty.
They will be able to tell you all about where it formed and what metal they used in their
everyday life. 



YEAR 4

Important date for your calendar this month:

30th of November : This will be the date of our Parent Celebration event from 2:30 to 3:00 in the
main hall! 

We will be singing a song we learned in music during Autumn 1. 
A few children will be presenting some of their projects they completed so far in the
year. 
It will be a chance for you to come to your child's classroom and see all of the hard work
they have been putting in so far! 

Here is a sneak peek of one of the projects that will be showcased at the celebration. Come
along to find out more about it! 



YEAR 4 Continued...

We went on our first trip! As our R.E subject is Islam, we went to visit a Mosque in
Hounslow. We learned about the different parts of the mosque and learned about the 5
pillars of Islam. We were kindly allowed to take a picture all together. Here we are! 

This half term, we have started Art. In Maple, we have used this lesson as a chance to be
mindful and calm and look at the results! 



In Art, we are learning how to draw lines not just with pencil, but pen as well! 

YEAR 4 Continued...



YEAR 5 

Year 5 have been really enjoying their current Science and Geography units! In Geography
this half term, we are learning all about migration and different types of migrants. In Science
this half term, we have been studying chemistry and learning about physical and chemical
changes. We had lots of fun planning and carrying out an experiment into the different
melting points of chocolate, cheese and butter! We’re really excited to show you all of the
hard work in our booklets at our parent celebration event later this term.



YEAR 6

What is a biome?
What are the seven continents?
What are the five oceans?
What is the difference between weather and climate?
What is the Gulf Stream?
Can you describe the features of the tundra?
How are humans threatening the world’s biomes?

In this newsletter we are going to shine the spotlight on Geography and Science.

Geography
In Geography, Team Tyne and Don have almost finished their unit on biomes. Why don’t you
test your child on their knowledge of biomes by asking them the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Here are some wonderful examples of our students’ work. 
Here Bhavya has written an excellent essay about the characteristics of the tundra. 



We also use retrieval practice at the start of every lesson to remember learning from
previous lessons and previous units. Here, Keerthana has retrieved some knowledge from
Year 2 Geography, Year 6 Geography and Year 6 History.

YEAR 6 Continued...

Science
In Science, a special shoutout goes to Logan in 6
Tyne for endeavouring with the presentation of
his work. Logan has been working hard to use
his neatest presentation skills and he has also
been using his green pen consistently to reflect
on his progress throughout the lesson. 

Here is an example of the wonderful work, by one
of the children. 

Both year 6 classes were lucky enough to have their first practical experiment in the
science labs where they investigated methods of separation. Ruksar had a special shout
out for Team Don who followed instructions precisely and perfectly, especially Tyrell,
Firdaws, James, Lilah and Ahmed. Aga the lab technician was so impressed with the way
that all students conducted themselves safely in the lab. 



Year 7 have settled well into the second half of this term and it is clear to see that they are
becoming more rigorous and disciplined with routines and structures during lessons and
around the building. With assessment week next week, the students may be feeling
somewhat anxious or stressed. All students will be receiving information about
assessments via Google Classroom - including the timetable. Please ask them to check
Google Classroom everyday to stay on top of revision. In addition, subject teachers may be
posting revision tips/helpful websites/revision materials so Google Classroom is the best
place for support. Do ask them to come to speak to subject teachers specifically or email
them directly if they need any support/advice. 

In History this week, the students were particularly excited to learn about the Korean War. It
was great to see how curious they were about world history! In R.E this week, we learnt
about the importance of Mahatma Gandhi. Students were able to make excellent comments
on why he was so significant for Hindus. Have a look as some excellent green pen editing
and beautiful handwriting and presentation below:

YEAR  7

Austas - Geography

Zarlish - History
 



Coming up this month!
●21.11.22: Road safety performance - During TR lesson for 32 students NOT taking part in BE
●21.11.22-25.11.22: Assessment week - assessments taking part across all subjects

Shout Outs!
Team Leam:
●Willow- For setting up the table during lunch ahead of the monitor; whenever she is early
and equally distributing lunch for all seated at her table. 
● DJ- For his caring and concerned attitude towards his peers during classwork and during
breaks.
●Yara- For being so concerned about her peers during lessons, sometimes going out of her
way to make sure the students who have missed their work have caught up.
Team Thames:
●Catlynn - For being 7 Thames Kindness Hero in Week 9 - Several students nominated her
for her kindness and help to others 
● Calleigh - For being 7 Thames Payslip Hero in Week 9 with an amazing Payslip Score of
over 250! Well done, Calleigh!
●Tyler - For being a kind and honest student everyday, in everything that he does

This term in Year 7, we would like to focus on kindness. The Head of the River for each
lesson will be given to the student(s) who shows kindness towards their peers and
teachers. The Head of the River is awarded with 5 merits each lesson! In addition, we will be
awarding a Kindness Hero at the end of every week - this student (1 per class) is the student
who has consistently shown this value throughout the week.  Some ways kindness could be
shown are: offering to lend a hand, being there to listen, praising and encouraging each
other, keeping your learning space tidy and staying positive!

YEAR  7 Continued...



Year 8 are working hard and gaining lots of merits for their hard work in class, being kind
and helpful around school, and showing the Reach values throughout the day! 

There have been some awesome food technology lessons with Andy, making grilled cheese
and scrambled eggs on toast! The focus and passion for cooking is fantastic - have a look
at our choc chip cookies!

Our lunchtime organisation and tidying has also been developing- a special shoutout to all
table monitors for keeping their tables running smoothly every day. We have also been
doing some riddles, poems and visual teasers during lunch to engage with our friends and
share our thoughts. Next week, we will do some activities around the World Cup!

Celebration Week is almost here! In week 12, we will hold a big assembly during lesson time
to celebrate our achievements this year so far. Some students will earn certificates for a
variety of achievements, such as showing our Reach values, or for amazing progress in
subjects. Additionally, we will hold an auction, with some fun prices to be won using the
merits gathered so far as payment! Furthermore, we will hold our Mastermind quiz and find
our literacy champion! There will be 3 students from Team Liffey and 3 from Team Derwent
to represent the teams. We will take some time during lunchtime in Week 11 to refresh our
knowledge on the books we have been learning about. Towards the end of the week, we will
also enjoy the Reach Prize - both teams are on track to earning their Reach Prize, for an
excellent Reach Score Average for this cycle. Keep working hard, Year 8, every merit
counts!

YEAR  8

 



In Spanish, Year 9 have been learning about families and pastimes and have started revising
this week ready for the End of Cycle assessments next week. They have been working really
hard on memorising the text!

Revision tip: Use flashcards on quizlet to memorise 100% text

YEAR  9

Varshana 



This week we are doing a spotlight on Y10 Maths! All of our students are working incredibly hard and
producing some exceptional work in their maths lessons. 

Y10 Shimura are working on perpendicular and parallel lines:

YEAR  10

Our Y10 Further Maths group are working on Matrices:



Y10 Mirzakhani have just moved on from Simultaneous Equations to graphing inequalities and
shading regions:

YEAR  10 Continued...

Y10 Cartright have done a fantastic job recapping ratio and proportion:



Year 11 are busy preparing for their first set of mini-mocks this year, which will start in Week 12.
Students will get the opportunity to sit tailored assessments and practice their exam techniques. There
will be a timetable sent to students in the next week, so that they can start to plan their revision and
preparation. Form tutors have already spoken to the students about revision techniques earlier this
term!

In the new Lord of the Lakes format, Team Neagh have returned to top spot! Well done to Harry,
Krishna and Aryan for being our top 3 payslip earners last week- and congratulations to Siham for
being the most improved student!

Revision Tip:

YEAR  11



On Thursday 10th October, Anna and Fran took a group of 20 Y12 students to the Natural History
Museum in South Kensington to find out about careers in the museum sector and STEM more broadly.
This trip was part of the NHM’s Explorers Programme, which is a pilot scheme with the aim of
empowering people from marginalised ethnic backgrounds to pursue careers and research
opportunities in Environmental Sciences.

In the morning, students quizzed 6 professionals to try and match their interests and hobbies to their
diverse jobs at the NHM. They got the chance to meet an events producer, a digital content producer, a
young people programme developer, an accountant, a researcher and a science educator, all of whom
work at the museum.

After lunch, and time to explore the museum, students were given the opportunity to vote for a new
museum exhibition run by one of three researchers in a Dragon’s Den-style panel. 

SIXTH FORM

Tell your friends to join
Feltham College!

We still have a few places left
on select courses for this year!

 



DADDY DAY CARE



REACH US ON

info@reachacademy.org.uk


